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STROKES IN THUNDERCLOUDS 

by 
A. KYRALA 

1. Introduction 

The present work is divided into three sections after this one of which the first is 
a quantum-mechanical explanation for the aggregation of charges of like sign, the 
second is a classical model of the field and electrical forces of charges already 
aggregated while the third one is stochastic dealing with the development of charge 
separation by means of the Boltzmann transport equation. 

In this context it should be clearly understood that Earnshaw's Theorem [l]  
implies that a collection of electrical charges cannot be maintained in static equilibrium 
by electrical forces alone. Thus even after the segregation into positive and negative 
centers of charge located at different altitudes it would be impossible to maintain such 
a distribution without the aerodynamical forces and pressure distribution in a 
containment vortex. By balancing drag against electrostatic forces a deterministic 
explanation for the vertical locations of maximum charge concentrations of each sign 
can be attained. The knowledge of this a posteriori distribution with respect to the 
dependence on electrostatic and aerodynamic forces would then indicate the 
appropriate input assumptions to be used with the Boltzmann equation. 

2.  A Quantum-Mechanical Explanation for Aggregation of Like Charges 

If charges of like sign are to be collected in aggregates of the order of tens of 
coulombs this clearly cannot be achieved by Coulomb attraction nor is there any other 
classical mechanism available for such a physical process. There are however two 
other types of "bonding" in which attractive forces predominate over Coulomb 
repulsion. These are the nuclear bond and the covalent bond both of which are based 
on quantum-mechanical exchange interaction which splits each degenerate identical 
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energy level of identical particles into two levels and thus can make available a lower 
energy level for the bound system than for the unbound pair of particles [2]. It is 
recalled that this argument is the quantum analog of the classical vibration problem of 
identical coupled oscillators [3,4]. Strictly speaking the quantum arguments as 
formulated for the nuclear or covalent bond applies to identical particles but it can be 
modified to apply to a two-body problem with a "ball" of collected charge and an 
individual charge. According to plasma physics the maximum size of such a single- 
signed charge ball should not exceed the Debye shielding distance [5] which is the 
ratio of thermal velocity to plasma frequency. In terms of accumulated charge Q the 
ball radius would then be Qe/4kTx. Given an exchange interaction mechanism for the 
charge accumulation one would expect that single-signed charge would continue to 
collect until the field at the ball surface reached a megavolt/meter. At this time a 
lightning stroke (leader) would be initiated. After the full stroke sequence "relieved" 
the large charge concentration causing the discharge, recharging by quantum 
exchange interaction would recur once again accumulating charge up to breakdown 
field strength. Thus the periodic recharging is also explained by this sequence of 
events. 

3. A Posteriori Electrostatic Model 

The starting point is the problem of a conducting sphere (Earth) with Charge Q 
spatially isolated and under the influence of a point charge e located exterior to the 
sphere [6]. It is supposed that the point charge is maintained at a fixed distance f+ from 
the center of the sphere. This is shown in Fig.1 in which any field point P is at 
distances r l  I r2, r3 respectively from the point charge, from its image charge at the 
inverse point and from the center of the sphere. If the radius of the sphere is a and the 
distance between point charge and center is f+ the potential at P is given by 

e ea ea Q 
@ = T;- - f+r2 f+r3 r3 + - + -  

The corresponding surface charge density is 
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The force on the point charge is given by 

It is understood that Q and e are both positive in the above formulae but the force on 
the point charge can change sign for different distances f. The charges induced on the 
sphere must be considered. Thus one has ATTRACTION for LIKE charges provided 
that 

Q a  
(4) 

and the a priori obvious repulsion for the reversed inequality. 

In Fig. 2 the same type of analysis applied to a conducting sphere with negative 
charge -Q and a negative point charge -e at radial distance f- yields potential (5), 
surface charge density (6) and force on -e (7) of 

ea e ea Q 
@ = - - - - - - -  f-r2 r l  f-r3 r3 

In Fig. 3 for a negatively charged (-Q) sphere and a positive point charge +e 
one has for potential (8), surface charge density (9) and force on +e (10) 

e ea ea Q 
@=F+f,T3-f+r2-z 
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Finally in Fig. 4 a system with negatively charged sphere (-Q) isolated with two 
exterior point charges +e at distance f+ from sphere center and -e at distance f- from 
the center is considered. Here five distances from the charges and their inverse 
points and from the center are utilised as shown in Fig. 4. The potential (1 1) and 
surface charge density (1 2) are given by 

e e ea ea Q ea ea 
f-13 f+r4 r5 f+r5 f-r5 

($ = c l -G+-- -  - - + - - - 

e e e(t2,-a2) h - ~  L 

f+ f-  arl3 81-23 a* + 4x0 = - - - -  

The electrostatic force on the negative charge ball is 

F- = 1 1 + [:+ a, - -)[-7] a a  (13) 
f- f, f- [[$r - 

and that on the positive charge ball is 

F+ = 
e2 
a2 
- [- (t7 + 

1 1 
1 

In a configuration for which both of these forces are zero (Le., in the absence of 
drag forces) one would have 

F- = 0 

F+ = 0 
Subtracting one has 
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For f- and f+ approaching infinity the left side of (1 7) approaches zero while for f- and 
f+ approaching a, the left side of (1 7) approaches infinity so that there must exist a 
value of Q/e for which (1 7) is satisfied. 

Actually null values for the electrostatic forces on the point charges are not 
appropriate for quasi-stable locations for them since drag and (probably negligible) 
gravitational forces also exist but a minor modification of the argument can be applied 
to cases where the point charges enjoy a balance between electrostatic and drag 
forces experienced in a containing vortex necessary to confer stability (even if 
transitory) upon the configuration. It is sufficient to equate (13) and (14) to equal and 
opposite drag forces. 

Unfortunately the magnitudes of the drag forces on the positive and negative 
charge balls depends not only on the (updraft) wind velocity but also on the density of 
the charge balls. Thus it seems that the best procedure for using this model would be 
to calculate the electrostatic forces due to Earth and induced charges (including if 
desired gravitational forces but these are undoubtedly negligible) for a sequence of 
specified charge magnitudes for the charge balls and then selecting drag forces which 
would yield null resultant forces at altitudes for the charge balls corresponding to 
observation of thunderclouds. This could be done by least squares. Presumably the 
locations most likely to collect charge are the null resultant force altitudes. 

In such a numerical analysis it would be easy to endow a thundercloud with one 
negative and two positive charge balls rather than the above with one positive and 
one negative charge ball. See Fig. 5. Tables for the electrostatic forces in the two- 
charge thundercloud are included in Table 1. 

4 .  Development of Charge Concentrations and the Collisional 
Bolt zman n Equations 

The simplest form for the non-stationary Boltzmann transport equation in which 
collisions are not neglected is 
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This is formulated for a single species of particle. The probability p dz- dz- that a 

typical particle be located within dz- of the vectorial location R with a velocity within 

dz- of vectorial velocity satisfies the normalization condition 

R v  

R 

V 

JJ p d z i  dz- = 1 
V 

a is the vectorial acceleration. In terms of the Boltzmannian differential operator 

Bt = at + V  V -  + a * V -  R V 

(1 8) may be more concisely written 

The collisional frequency y corresponds to the assumption of a single relaxation time. 
The above formulation applies strictly only for the case of a single species of particle. 

For a plasma containing positive ions, negative ions and neutral particles (21) 
would be replaced by 

where the dependent variable has become a probability density vector and the 
collisional frequency r has become a Collisional freaue ncv matri8. Since this is 

symmetric there always exists a unitary transformation by means of which the three 
equations may be uncoupled into separate Boltzrnann equations each with an 
(eigenvalue) effective scalar collisional frequency. Thus it would suffice to deal with 
an equation of the form (21) with the modification that the collisional frequency term 
now describes processes involving relaxation times for all three species. 
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In order to describe condensation or aggregation processes y cannot be a 
constant, but must be at least a function of position and time. If the collisional 
frequency term remained positive throughout a region it would mean that the 
probability of being located in that region would have to increase with time: if it were 
negative it would have to decrease with time. In any process in which particles were 
becoming more concentrated in the neighborhood of a point it would be essential that 
the collisional frequency term be a function of both position and time being positive in 
a region of decreasing size about the collection point and negative elsewhere so that it 
could become more likely to be closer to the point and less likely to be away from it. 

The stationary collisionless case of (21) is considerably simpler since it 
becomes 

v V p + a * V - p  = 0 R V 

which is readily seen to be satisfied by any differentiable function whatsoever of E/kT 
with E total energy and T absolute temperature 

- - 
mv v 

+ V  p = f ( & ) ,  E =  2 

V -  E 
V R P = r  f '  

V-E 
V;P =r f '  

- 
V-E = mv 

V 

. V - E  = V - V  = - F  
R R 

so that (23) becomes 
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(26) 
f ' -  -v*(- i :+ma) kT = o 

In the more general case of (1 8) and for a probability density p with separable velocity 
dependence so that 

let q1 = In p i  (R,t) and q2 = In p2 (i) and writing (21) in the form 

Bt (In P) = Y 

one has 

which is readily observed to be satisfied by the Ansatz 

provided that 

and 
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It then follows that 

and 

v -  X F  = 0 
R 

4 1  = VR 'F  

(33) 

(34) 

It is also possible to derive the non-stationary collisional Boltzmann Equation 
from a Markov chain model [7] and this may be used to set up an equivalent difference 
equation. Either this or the Method of Characteristics (Appendix A) may be used for 
numerical solutions. An example of a periodic distribution capable of describing a 
condensation or aggregation process in positional space is given in Appendix B. 
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Table 1 

ALT 
+ Kms - 

FORCES 
F. Newtons F, 

F- and F+ forces are equal in magnitude before drag forces are introduced 
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Table 1 - cont'd 

ALT 
+ Kms - 

FORCES 
F. Newtons F, 

-213 . 84t:I 
-3.064 
-(:I . 522 
+ir .?4 1 
+?. (:,oc:, 
+-. .3?5 
-5.547 
+?. 994 

+22.52? 
+89.975 
-21.088 
-3.149 
-3.976 
+ C r  . 462 
+1.357 
+2.261 
+3.490 
+5. 6C12 

+ l C I . G 2 3  
+22.54=. 
+BC. 980 
-21.28Q 

-4 .  -so4 
-1.1-,5 
++:I. 127 
+o. 894 
+ 1 . 57C) 
+2.375 
+5.554 
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+ 1 i., . l:)4; 
+22.552 
+69.?84 
-21.432 
-4.551 - 1.352 
-0.117 
+C). 570 
+1.116 
+ I  . 59C) 
+z. 442 
+ Z . 5 9 8  
+s. 0 6 3  

+ 10.350 
-22.554 
+eo. 986 

-. 

. 
I 
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Table 1 - cont'd 

FORCES 
F- Newtons F, 
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Table 1 - cont'd 

ALT 
+ Kms - FORCES 

F- Newtons F, 

-89.9% 
+2 1.804 

+4.931 
+i. 78Z 

+o . 087 
4:). 266 
-0.538 
4.791 
-?.066 
-1.405 
-1. BL i j  
-2.551 - J. bo7 
-5 .  -.- / Q.J - 
-10. 080 
-22.57 I 
-89.901 
+?I. 8i2 

+4.9?2 
+l. 645; 
+o. 723 
+ C t .  174 
-0. 1 a2 
-3.309 
-0. 525 
-9.946 
-1.102 
-1.429 

-2.562 
-5.075 
-5 .706 - 10. (:I83 

-22.575 
-89.992 
+2?.?11 

+5.  (344 
+ 1 . ?(:I5 
- t i l .  787 
+o. 245 
-0. 078 
-0.2107 
-0. 498 
-0. 69z 

. 651:) 

-1. as2 
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ALT 
+ Kms - 

Table 1 - cont'd 

FORCES 
F- Newtons F+ 

+O .a85 
+l. 128 
+1.447 
+1.895 
+2.571 
+3.6?? 
+.5.710 

+lO. cl8J 
+22.574 
+e?. 972 

-0.884 
-1.128 
-1.447 
-1.895 
-2.57 1 
-3.679 
-5.710 - 1 0 . 085 
-22.574 
-84.992 
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Appendix A 

The equations of the characteristics for (21) are given by 

dR = ;dt,d; =adt, 

dp = ydt (&y?tO, V i y  ;tO, 

Appendix B 

tan*wt 2 4 e-x tan ut fort z nx 
p =  6 
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